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Abstract
Even though deficits in olfactory function affect a considerable part of the population, the neu-

ronal basis of olfactory deficits remains scarcely investigated. To achieve a better understanding

of how smell loss affects neural activation patterns and functional networks, we set out to

investigate patients with olfactory dysfunction using functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI) and olfactory stimulation. We used patients’ scores on a standardized olfactory test as

continuous measure of olfactory function. 48 patients (mean olfactory threshold discrimination

identification (TDI) score516.33, SD56.4, range 6 - 28.5) were investigated. Overall, patients

showed piriform cortex activation during odor stimulation compared to pure sniffing. Group

independent component analysis indicated that the recruitment of three networks during odor

stimulation was correlated with olfactory function: a sensory processing network (including

regions such as insula, thalamus and piriform cortex), a cerebellar network and an occipital net-

work. Interestingly, recruitment of these networks during pure sniffing was related to olfactory

function as well. Our results support previous findings that sniffing alone can activate olfactory

regions. Extending this, we found that the severity of olfactory deficits is related to the extent

to which neural networks are recruited both during olfactory stimulation and pure sniffing. This

indicates that olfactory deficits are not only reflected in changes in specific olfactory areas but

also in the recruitment of occipital and cerebellar networks. These findings pave the way for

future investigations on whether characteristics of these networks might be of use for the pre-

diction of disease prognosis or of treatment success.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Anosmia, or the loss of the sense of smell, occurs in �5% up to 20% of

the population, with an increase of this percentage with ageing (Boes-

veldt et al., 2017; Brämerson et al., 2004; Croy et al., 2014b; Rawal

et al., 2016). Whereas smell ability is mostly assessed by using objec-

tive tests such as the Sniffin’ Sticks test (Hummel et al., 2007), struc-

tural and functional changes in the brain can also be used to explain

and understand olfactory loss (for a review, see Reichert & Sch€opf,

2017). Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure

activity and functional connectivity during odor administration in

patients with smell disorders will contribute to a fundamental under-

standing of how the olfactory system works and might lead to better

predictions on prognosis and the effect of treatment options like olfac-

tory training for patients suffering from smell loss.

Studies that investigate the effects of olfactory disorders on func-

tional activity in the olfactory system during the administration of

odors in general show decreased activation in olfactory areas of the

brain (Vedaei et al., 2013). Changes in brain activity after smell loss

have been investigated extensively in patients suffering from neurode-

generative disorders, like Alzheimer’s disease (Cerf-Ducastel & Murphy,

2003; Wang et al., 2010) and Parkinson’s disease (Welge-L€ussen et al.,

2009), and in aging patients (Welge-L€ussen, 2009). A drawback of

these populations is that neuronal changes related to the disease butJohanna L. Reichert and Elbrich M. Postma contributed equally to this work.
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unrelated to smell loss might distort how smell loss and remaining func-

tion are reflected in the brain.

The olfactory system of the brain can be activated by the sensori-

motor act of sniffing alone, even without the presence of an odor

(Kollndorfer et al., 2014; Mainland & Sobel, 2006; Sobel et al., 1998a).

Kollndorfer et al. (2015d) found more connections between brain

regions responsible for processing olfactory stimuli in healthy controls

than in anosmic patients during sniffing odorless air, although there

was no difference in the spatial extent of the olfactory network

between the groups. This indicates that sniffing and smelling are inter-

twined in healthy persons, but this connection seems affected in anos-

mic patients. Studies on repeated stimulation of the olfactory system,

for example, by consciously smelling odors during olfactory training,

show that this stimulation can lead to activation of the neuroplasticity

capacities of the brain (Gilbert & Sigman, 2007; Kollndorfer et al.,

2014; Sorokowska et al., 2015). Stimulation of the olfactory system

can lead to improvement of olfactory function and concurrent changes

in functional networks in patients who suffer from smell loss, indicating

that smell loss is not always irreversible. For example, a study by Kolln-

dorfer et al. (2015d) showed an increase in functional connectivity in

response to chemosensory stimulation with a trigeminal compound

after olfactory training in anosmic patients. This suggests that, even

when patients are diagnosed with a smell disorder, functionality of the

olfactory system in the brain might be maintained. However, it is not

known how maintenance of the olfactory system is influenced by

severity of olfactory loss. More knowledge on the neural networks

within the olfactory system might lead to a better understanding of

how and why olfactory training can lead to improvement of olfactory

function (Patel, 2017) and to a better prediction of the effectiveness of

olfactory training in diverse patient groups.

In this study, we set out to determine how decline in olfactory

functioning affects neural activation patterns and networks in the

olfactory system of the brain and how this is related to the severity of

smell loss. While previous studies on brain activation in olfactory disor-

ders have focused on comparing patients to healthy controls, in our

study, we used patients’ scores on a standardized olfactory test as con-

tinuous measure of olfactory function, enabling us to assess the impact

of the severity of the smell disorder on neural activation and networks.

Moreover, as described above heterogeneous patient populations

might be a confounding factor in previous investigations of the neuro-

nal alterations after olfactory loss. Therefore, in this study, we only

included patients who lost their sense of smell by causes that are not

known to cause direct changes in the brain, like infection of the upper

respiratory tract and sinonasal diseases (Temmel et al., 2002).

Furthermore, previous studies indicated that group independent com-

ponent analysis (ICA) can provide supplementary information in chemo-

sensory stimulation studies in addition to model-dependent analyses

(Frasnelli et al., 2012; Kollndorfer et al., 2015b). Therefore, in addition

to traditional general linear model analyses, we applied this approach

to extract functionally connected networks. Thus, in this study, we

investigated neural responses and functional networks during odor

administration in a sample of anosmic and hyposmic patients.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Patient Sample

A total of 124 patients suffering from olfactory dysfunction took part

in the clinical care assessment offered by the Smell and Taste Centre at

Hospital Gelderse Vallei (Ede, the Netherlands), in collaboration with

the division of Human Nutrition of Wageningen University (Wagenin-

gen, the Netherlands). All patients visited the center between July

2015 and October 2016. Of this initial sample, 76 patients were not

included in the present study for various reasons (MRI abnormalities:

14, head trauma: 24, chronic diseases including mental health problems

and cardiovascular diseases: 8, incomplete MRI or behavioral data: 18,

excessive movement artifacts: 3, congenital anosmics: 8, no olfactory

deficit according to the olfactory testing: (1). Assessment of MRI abnor-

malities was based on patients’ clinical T2 scans and carried out by a

radiologist. Patients exhibiting major neural alterations (such as tumors,

severe white matter deviations, atrophies, or early signs of neurodege-

nerative diseases) were excluded. Patients suffering from posttraumatic

smell loss were excluded as they might show neuronal changes unre-

lated to their olfactory deficits (L€otsch et al., 2016; Yousem et al.,

1999). Congenital anosmics were not included as the low sample size

did not allow treating them as a subgroup, and their neuronal process-

ing might differ fundamentally from acquired anosmics. Thus, in this

study, we analyzed data of 48 patients (29 anosmics and 19 hyposmics)

suffering from olfactory loss. Patient sample characteristics are listed in

Table 1. All patients gave permission for the use of their medical

records for this study.

2.2 | Procedure

As part of the standard clinical care assessment, all patients participated

in clinical established testing of olfactory function (Hummel et al.,

1997; Kobal et al., 1996; see next section for details). The clinical

assessment further comprised tests that were not included in the pres-

ent analysis (such as assessment of gustatory function using “Taste

TABLE 1 Detailed description of patient sample

N Age [mean (SD)] Female/male

Disease duration [years] Cause of olfactory dysfunction

<2 2–10 >10 Postinfectious Sinonasal Idiopathic/other

Hyposmic 19 57.9(11.34) 11/8 9 4 6 10 7 2

Anosmic 29 60.3(14.53) 19/10 5 10 14 5 13 11

*“Other” includes ageing and medicine use.
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Strips”; Mueller et al., 2003) and assessment of retronasal olfactory

function as in Croy et al., 2014a). Moreover, an ENT physician per-

formed a nasal endoscopy to examine nose and mouth of the patients

and conducted a medical history review to determine possible cause

and duration of the disorder. All included patients took part in struc-

tural and functional MRI measurements (Section 2.2.2). The use of clini-

cally collected data for research purposes was approved by the local

ethical committee (Review committee for scientific research of Hospital

Gelderse Vallei, Ede, the Netherlands; BC/1703-143). All patients pro-

vided written informed consent.

2.2.1 | Assessment of olfactory function

Olfactory function was assessed according to the procedure described

in Hummel et al. (1997). Patients were presented with pen-like odor

sticks (“Sniffin’ Sticks,” Burghart Instruments, Wedel, Germany) in three

tasks, assessing odor detection threshold, odor discrimination, and odor

identification ability. In the odor threshold task, patients had to deter-

mine repeatedly in a forced-choice procedure which of three sticks

contained a target odorant (n-butanol). The odorant and two distractor

sticks without an odor were presented in a staircase up and down pro-

cedure. Out of 7 reversals, the last 4 turning points were averaged to

obtain the threshold score. In the discrimination task, 16 triplets of

odorants were presented (two containing the same odorant, while one

stick contained an aberrant odorant). Patients were instructed to point

out the odd odorant in a forced-choice procedure. During the threshold

and discrimination task, patients were blindfolded. The odor identifica-

tion task consisted of 16 odors. Patients had to select the right label

for each odor from a list of four descriptors provided. Odor identifica-

tion was assessed for each nostril separately. For the present analysis,

the average score of both nostrils was used. Threshold scores range

from 1 to 16, while the scores for the discrimination and identification

tasks range from 0 to 16. The three subscores were summed up to

obtain the total Threshold-Discrimination-Identification score (TDI

score). Based on clinical definitions (Hummel et al., 2007), we distin-

guished anosmia (TDI score�16) and hyposmia (16<TDI

score<30.3).

2.2.2 | MRI Data Acquisition

All scans were acquired on a 3 T Siemens Magnetom Verio MRI scan-

ner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany; software version VB19), using a 32-

channel head coil, at Hospital Gelderse Vallei, Ede, the Netherlands.

For all scans, GRAPPA factor 2 was used. A 2D echo-planar imaging

(EPI) sequence was used for collecting the functional data with 847

scans and 45 axial slices (slice thickness53 mm, matrix size of 64 3

64, TE/TR of 25/2,240 ms, FoV 192 3 192 mm2, 908 flip angle). The

stack was tilted at an angle of 308 to the anterior–posterior commis-

sure line for all patients. A sagittal T1-weighted 2D isotropic MP-RAGE

scan (192 slices, TE/TR of 2.26/1,900 ms, slice thickness51 mm,

FoV5256 3 256 mm2, 98 flip angle) was acquired for anatomical

reference.

Olfactory stimulation during the functional scan was performed

using an 8-channel computer-controlled olfactometer (Burghart, Wedel,

Germany). Odors were administered birhinally to the patient through 2

nose pieces that were placed in the nostrils of the patient. Two high

caloric, pleasant food odors, equivalent in intensity and used in previ-

ous behavioral and fMRI studies (Griffioen-Roose et al., 2014; Zoon

et al., 2016), were used: a sweet odor, chocolate (IFF, 10810180; 8.5%

dissolved in propylene glycol), and a savory odor, beef (IFF, 10878095),

0.04% dissolved in demineralized water). These odors are considered

familiar and ecologically relevant; however, there were no a priori

hypotheses for these specific odors within this experiment. Odor stim-

uli were embedded in a stream of odorless, humidified air (80%, air

flow 8 L/min, 368C). Stimulus duration of the odor pulse was 2,000 ms.

As control, blank trials were incorporated, during which visual cues

were presented in equal length as the odor trials, while no odor was

presented.

The fMRI paradigm consisted of two blocks separated by one

minute rest. In total, 20 chocolate odor trials, 20 beef trials and 20

blank trials were presented. Additionally, 10 combined chocolate & pic-

ture and 10 beef & picture trials were presented. During these trials,

patients were shown a picture of a chocolate muffin (chocolate & pic-

ture trials) or a steak (beef & picture trials) in addition to the odor. All

trials were equally divided between the two blocks and were random-

ized within the blocks. All trials were preceded by a white fixation cross

turning red. Patients were instructed to sniff through the nose when

they saw the red fixation cross (duration 3,200 ms). To sustain patients’

attention, 30 of the odor/blank trials were followed by the question

“How intense did you perceive the odor?” with the anchors “not strong

at all” and “very strong.” Eleven of the combined odor & picture trials

were followed by the question “How well did the picture and the odor

match?” with the anchors “not matching at all” and “very matching.”

Patients responded to these questions by moving a cursor along a vis-

ual analogue scale (VAS, range 0–100) by button presses on a button

box with the thumb of the right hand. The cursor always started at the

center of the VAS. Trials were presented with varying inter-stimulus

interval (ISI, between 11 and 20 s). Presentation of the visual cues and

pictures and triggering of the olfactometer was done with the use of E-

Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools Inc). See Figure 1 for details on

stimulus timing.

2.3 | MRI data analysis

2.3.1 | Processing of the fMRI data

Functional MRI data was preprocessed using SPM12 (http://www.fil.

ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) implemented in Matlab R2011a, including slice-time

correction, motion correction, realignment, and spatial smoothing with

a 6-mm Gaussian kernel (full-width at half-maximum). Before second

level analysis, the ArtRepair toolbox was used (Mazaika et al., 2009) to

reduce the residual errors of more than 0.5 mm movement between

scans which remained after realignment.

Our setup to investigate the preprocessed imaging data included

two steps: We first investigated which activations were evoked by the

odor stimuli compared to pure sniffing (during blank trials) by using a

classical general linear model (GLM) analysis. In a second step, to inves-

tigate the functionally connected networks responsible for processing

the sensory stimuli, we assessed group-independent component
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analysis (ICA). Both analyses provide complimentary information when

it comes to the investigation of functional task-related imaging data.

GLM reveals which activation patterns are evoked by the stimulus par-

adigm under the assumption of a regression model and the hemody-

namic response function, whereas ICA is based on a blind sort

separation algorithm without the use of an a priori paradigm, that sepa-

rates functionally connected networks solely based on their temporal

patterns. Please see other chemosensory research for reference (Fras-

nelli et al., 2012; Kollndorfer et al., 2015b,c; Reichert et al., 2017).

2.3.2 | GLM analysis

For subject-level analysis, the following conditions were modeled:

chocolate odor, beef odor, blanks, chocolate & picture, beef & picture

trials and questions (intensity/matching). Six motion regressors were

included as regressors of no interest. Subsequently, for each patient

parameters were estimated for the comparison (subsequently referred

to as “contrast”) of odor (chocolate and beef) to the blank condition.

The odor (chocolate and beef)>blank contrast images of the patients

were entered into a group-level one-sample t test to assess activation

in response to olfactory stimulation across the whole sample. For this

contrast, only the pure odor trials (without pictures) were used. Signifi-

cance was assessed at a whole-brain FWE corrected threshold

(pfwe< .05). In a subsequent multiple regression analysis, we assessed

whether overall olfactory function (regressor: TDI scores) was related

to the odor-related activity (odor>blank contrast images). For this

analysis, a small volume correction (SVC, sphere of 20 voxels around

peak of activation) statistical thresholding approach was applied. More-

over, a region of interest analysis of piriform cortex activation was car-

ried out for both subgroups (hyposmics and anosmics) on the

odor>blank contrast images to assess whether residual activation of

piriform cortex was present for both subgroups. A functional mask for

the piriform cortex from a meta-analysis (Seubert et al., 2013) was

used for these subgroup analyses and significance was assessed at a

FWE-corrected threshold (pfwe< .05).

2.3.3 | Group ICA

We conducted group independent component analysis (ICA) on the

preprocessed fMRI data using the GIFT toolbox (Calhoun et al., 2001).

The number of components was estimated as 44 (mean of estimated

components across all patients) using the minimum description length

(MDL) criterion included in the group ICA of fMRI (GIFT) toolbox. Sta-

tistical reliability of independent components was assessed using the

ICASSO method that validates the independent component time-series

via clustering and visualization (Himberg et al., 2003). Using ICASSO,

the component estimation was performed 20 times with varying initial

conditions of the algorithm. In a 2-step principal component analysis

(PCA) reduction procedure, components were reduced from 91 (maxi-

mum estimated by the implemented MDL algorithm) to 44. For group

ICA, the Infomax algorithm was used. Subsequently, the extracted com-

ponents were inspected visually and 14 artifactual components (over-

lapping substantially with known motion, susceptibility, vascular, or

ventricular artifacts) were excluded.

In the next step, to assess which network was most related to

odor processing, the network time courses were submitted to a multi-

ple regression with a regressor specifying all odor presentation onsets

(including pure odor trials and odor & picture trials). This step was car-

ried out for each patient and resulted in individual beta weights for the

odor regressor. The component C37 (subsequently referred to as “sen-

sory processing network”) showed the highest task-relatedness and

contained a number of regions associated with olfactory processing

previously, and was thus examined further. To examine this network in

more detail and to compare odor stimulation to pure sniffing, the time

course of the sensory processing network C37 was subjected to a fur-

ther multiple regression including the odor onsets (beef and chocolate

combined in one regressor) and blank onsets as regressors of interest.

Six motion regressors and the other events of the paradigm (odor &

picture onsets, onsets of questions on matching/intensity) were addi-

tionally included in the regression model as regressors of no interest.

The resulting beta weights of the odor and blank regressors (reflecting

FIGURE 1 Details on stimulus timing during the olfactory paradigm. * QInt5 intensity question (“How intense did you perceive the
odor?”); QMatch5matching question (“How well did the picture and the odor match?”) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]
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the extent to which the network’s time course was related to these

two regressors) were subsequently correlated with TDI scores to assess

whether network recruitment during these trials was related to

patients’ olfactory function.

In the final step, in an explorative analysis, we examined whether

any additional network besides C37 was associated with sensory proc-

essing and olfactory function. Thus, the time courses of each of the

remaining 29 (non-artefactual) components were subjected to the mul-

tiple regression model described above (model with odor onsets, blank

onsets, odor1 picture onsets, onsets of questions on matching/inten-

sity). Task-relatedness was defined as a significant beta-weight in a

one-sample t test (p< .05 after FDR-correction to correct for the num-

ber of components tested). 19 task-related components emerged from

this analysis. For these components, beta weights of odor and blank

trial regressors were correlated with TDI scores and evaluated for sig-

nificance (p< .05 after FDR-correction to correct for the number of

components tested).

The averaged spatial component maps of the components of inter-

est were entered into a one-sample t test, thresholded at p< .05,

FWE-corrected to determine the main brain regions comprised in the

component maps. For visualization of fMRI analyses results in Figures

3–5, whole-brain component maps were exported to the “Multi-image

analysis GUI” (MANGO, http://ric.uthscsa.edu/mango) and overlaid on

a standard anatomical template in MNI space.

2.4 | Intensity and matching ratings

Behavioral ratings were analyzed with IBM SPSS Statistics (version 24).

Ratings were first averaged per patient. Average intensity ratings for

odors versus blanks were compared using a paired T test (combining

hyposmic and anosmic patients). To compare odor intensity ratings

from anosmic patients to hyposmic patients, only questions for beef

and chocolate odor were included (blanks were excluded), using an

independent-samples T test.

Pearson correlation was used to assess the relationship between

Sniffin’ Sticks score (TDI) and averaged odor intensity ratings per

patient.

Ratings of the matching questions were compared between hypos-

mic and anosmic patients using an independent-samples T test.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Odor intensity and matching of odors and

pictures

The group as a whole (n548) rated odors (mean 24.9625.6) as more

intense than blanks (11.2614.8; p< .001). Hyposmic patients rated

the odors with higher intensity than anosmic patients (41.3623.8 vs

14.2621.0; p< .001).

Olfactory function scores (TDI) were significantly positively corre-

lated to odor intensity ratings (r5 .45, p5 .001).

Hyposmic patients rated the match between the odor and (congru-

ent) picture as higher (55.3620.4) than the anosmic patients (33.76

20.1; p< .001).

3.2 | Olfactory activation in hyposmics and anosmics

(GLM)

The results of the whole-brain one-sample t test showed an increased

activation in the piriform cortex (Figure 2 and Table 2) for odor trials

compared to the pure sniffing trials (blank trials), approaching signifi-

cance at a whole-brain FWE-corrected peak threshold level

(pFWE5 .055). No significant relation emerged from the multiple regres-

sion analysis with TDI scores (pFWE> .1). ROI-based one-sample t tests

indicated that there was piriform cortex activation for odors compared

to blank trials in both subgroups (hyposmics and anosmics; see

Table 2).

3.3 | Recruitment of networks during odor

administration (group ICA)

Figure 3 shows the spatial extent of the sensory processing network

C37, comprising amongst others insula, thalamus, piriform cortex, cin-

gulate gyrus, and putamen (see Table 3 for the top brain regions of the

component map). Recruitment of this network during odor trials was

positively correlated with total TDI scores (r(46)5 .30, p5 .039), as

well as recruitment during blank trials (r(46)5 .37, p5 .011).

The beta weights for odor trials of two further components

showed a significant correlation with TDI scores at pFDR< .05): C3

(subsequently termed “occipital network”): r(46)5 .42, p5 .003 and C5

(subsequently termed “cerebellar network”): r(46)5 .41, p5 .004. For

both components, beta weights for blank trials were positively corre-

lated with TDI scores as well (C3: r(46)5 .41, p5 .004 and C5: r

(46)5 .35, p5 .014). The spatial component maps of these two net-

works are shown in Figures 4 and 5 (see Table 3 for the top brain

regions comprised in the component maps).

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we set out to determine for the first time how the sever-

ity of olfactory loss is reflected in functional brain activity and brain

FIGURE 2 Activation pattern in the piriform cortex during
olfactory stimulation compared to blank trials (results of one-
sample t test on contrast images odor>blank trials for whole sam-
ple, n548). For illustration purposes, activations are shown at
punc. < .001 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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networks. To this end, we investigated neuronal activation in response

to olfactory stimulation and pure sniffing in patients suffering from

varying degrees of olfactory deficits. We applied two conceptually dis-

tinct approaches: general linear model (GLM) and functional connectiv-

ity analysis (independent component analysis, ICA). While the GLM

analysis showed odor-evoked activity in piriform cortex during olfac-

tory stimulation as compared to pure sniffing, group ICA identified

large-scaled sensory processing networks recruited not only for odor

processing but also for sniffing without odor stimulation. Task-

modulation of three networks was significantly correlated with scores

of olfactory function (Hummel et al., 1997).

In both hyposmic and anosmic patients, we observed increased

piriform cortex activation in response to olfactory stimulation as com-

pared to pure sniffing. In general, piriform cortex activation during

TABLE 2 Significant clusters of activation for hyposmics and anosmics during the olfactory paradigm (odor>blank trials)

Brain region (peak/nearest grey matter) Side

Peak MNI coordinates

Peak T value Cluster size pFWEx y z

Whole-brain, whole sample odor> blank

Piriform cortex R 24 2 216 5.35 32 .055a

ROI analysisb, hyposmics odor> blank

Piriform cortex R 27 2 216 6.03 2 <.001

L 221 24 210 4.80 3 .006

R 18 21 210 4.25 1 .019

ROI analysisb, anosmics odor> blank

Piriform cortex L 221 2 216 4.48 4 .004

R 21 8 216 3.99 8 .013

Note. Abbreviations: L5 left; MNI5Montreal Neurological Institute; R5 right.
Results of one-sample t tests.
aResults corresponding to p< .001 uncorrected significance level with p< .055 peak activation.
bROI-analysis5 region of interest analysis using a mask of the piriform cortex from [Seubert et al., 2013]. For ROI-analyses, only activations significant
at a height-level threshold of p< .05 with family-wise error (FWE) correction are displayed. For whole-brain comparison, activations significant at
p< .001 uncorrected are reported.

FIGURE 3 Component map of the sensory processing network (C37, thresholded at p < .05 FWE-corrected) and scatterplots showing the
positive correlation between TDI scores and b-weights of the regressor odor/blank trials [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]
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olfactory stimulation is well in line with a large number of previous

studies showing the essential role of this region for olfactory process-

ing (e.g., Lundstr€om et al., 2011; Plailly et al., 2005; Seubert et al.,

2013; Zelano et al., 2011). It is striking that the odor-specific piriform

cortex activation was not only present in hyposmic, but also in anosmic

patients. Since the anosmic patients had no functional olfactory per-

ception based on their Sniffin’ Sticks score, the observed piriform

cortex activation in anosmics might be in line with evidence that odors

can alter behavior and brain activity even if they are not consciously

perceived (Arzi et al., 2014; Lorig, 2012; Smeets & Dijksterhuis, 2014;

Sobel et al., 1999; Zucco et al., 2015). This finding suggests that the

pathway from the olfactory epithelium to the piriform cortex might still

be intact in these patients and that the olfactory dysfunction occurs

after piriform processing. A recent study indicates that functional

TABLE 3 Main brain regions included in the three component maps

Component Standardized region name AAL region No of voxels

C37 (“sensory processing network”) Median cingulate and paracingulate gyri (R) Cingulum_Mid_R 452

Median cingulate and paracingulate gyri (L) Cingulum_Mid_L 421
Superior frontal gyrus, medial (L) Frontal_Sup_Medial_L 307
Superior temporal gyrus (L) Temporal_Sup_L 283
Insula (L) Insula_L 270
Insula (R) Insula_R 241
Anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri (L) Cingulum_Ant_L 237
Thalamus (L) Thalamus_L 237
Middle temporal gyrus (L) Temporal_Mid_L 225
Thalamus (R) Thalamus_R 220
Lenticular nucleus, putamen (L) Putamen_L 220
Supplementary motor area (L) Supp_Motor_Area_L 217
Superior temporal gyrus (R) Temporal_Sup_R 209
Anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri (R) Cingulum_Ant_R 194
Lenticular nucleus, putamen (R) Putamen_R 190
Rolandic operculum (L) Rolandic_Oper_L 176
Lingual gyrus (L) Lingual_L 166
Supplementary motor area (R) Supp_Motor_Area_R 156
Lingual gyrus (R) Lingual_R 150
Rolandic operculum (R) Rolandic_Oper_R 149
Caudate nucleus (L) Caudate_L 139
Caudate nucleus (R) Caudate_R 137
Middle temporal gyrus (L) Temporal_Mid_R 130
Superior frontal gyrus, medial (R) Frontal_Sup_Medial_R 113

C3 (“occipital network”)

Middle occipital gyrus (L) Occipital_Mid_L 526
Middle temporal gyrus (L) Temporal_Mid_L 319
Lingual gyrus (L) Lingual_L 261
Lingual gyrus (R) Lingual_R 258
Middle occipital gyrus (R) Occipital_Mid_R 252
Inferior occipital gyrus (L) Occipital_Inf_L 207
Calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex (L) Calcarine_L 202
Calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex (R) Calcarine_R 198
Fusiform gyrus (L) Fusiform_L 187
Fusiform gyrus (R) Fusiform_R 156
Precentral gyrus (L) Precentral_L 146
Superior occipital gyrus (R) Occipital_Sup_R 114
Superior occipital gyrus (L) Occipital_Sup_L 112

C5 (“cerebellar network”)

Hemispheric lobule VI (L) Cerebellum_6_L 378
Hemispheric lobule VI (R) Cerebellum_6_R 352
Crus I (L) Cerebellum_Crus1_L 313
Fusiform gyrus (L) Fusiform_L 311
Crus I (R) Cerebellum_Crus1_R 280
Fusiform gyrus (R) Fusiform_R 241
Hemispheric lobule IV/V (L) Cerebellum_4_5_L 222
Lingual gyrus (L) Lingual_L 222
Lingual gyrus (R) Lingual_R 165
Vermic lobule IV/V Vermis_4_5 142
Hemispheric lobule IV/V (R) Cerebellum_4_5_R 133

Note. Abbreviations: L5 left, R5 right.
Brain regions classified by AAL (automatic anatomic labeling) atlas (http://www.gin.cnrs.fr/AAL?lang5 en; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). Labeling was
conducted on binary masks of the thresholded component maps (at <ip>FWE< .05, <ik>5100). Please note that for this reason, no voxel intensity
information is provided.
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connections from piriform cortex to olfactory areas can be re-

established using olfactory training (Kollndorfer et al., 2014). Thus, one

might speculate whether odor-related activity in piriform cortex in

anosmics is a prerequisite of susceptibility for such reorganization

processes and whether the extent of this activity could play a role in

disease prognosis and prediction of treatment success. It should be

noted, that the observed piriform related activity in the odor>blank

contrast could be driven by larger sniffs made in the odor condition.

FIGURE 4 Component map of the cerebellar network (C5, thresholded at p< .05 FWE-corrected) and scatterplots showing the relation
between TDI scores and b-weights of the regressor odor/blank trials [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 5 Component map of the occipital network (C3, thresholded at p< .05 FWE-corrected) and scatterplots showing the relation
between TDI scores and b-weights of the regressor odor/blank trials [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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However, as patients received similar sniff instructions in both condi-

tions, this seems unlikely.

In this study, we used two pleasant food-related odors for stimula-

tion. Food odors are biologically salient stimuli, and are processed dif-

ferently in the brain compared to other types of odors (Boesveldt et al.,

2010; Small, 2012). This might contribute to the perception of these

odors remaining preserved, even in patients with severe olfactory dys-

function. This issue deserves to be further investigated in future stud-

ies comparing the processing of food-related to non-food-related

odors in olfactory dysfunction directly. Additionally, it is possible that

some of the piriform cortex activation might be caused by trigeminal

stimulation, although the odors were not selected to contain trigeminal

properties, in contrast to, for example, Kollndorfer et al. (2015d). It is

therefore recommended in future studies to thoroughly assess selected

odors on trigeminal properties.

ICA revealed three networks which were recruited during the

olfactory task and correlated with olfactory function scores: an olfac-

tory, an occipital and a cerebellar network. These results support and

extend a previous investigation on olfactory networks in participants

with normal olfactory function (Karunanayaka et al., 2014). In this

study, five functionally connected networks were involved in an olfac-

tory task containing odor trials and no-odor control trials. The two

olfactory networks found in Karunanayaka et al. (2014) overlap to a

large extent with the sensory processing network identified in our

study, as they comprise traditional olfactory regions such as caudate,

thalamus, putamen, and hippocampus. Interestingly, Karunanayaka

et al. (2014) also identified a visual/occipital network modulated by

their olfactory task, comprising parts of middle occipital gyrus. Notably,

a network comprising the cerebellum was also identified but not

described further due to the component selection criteria employed

(Karunanayaka et al., 2014). Extending the findings of Karunanayaka

et al. (2014), in the current study we were able to show that the task-

modulation of the networks during our olfactory paradigm was related

to an external parameter, namely the scores participants achieved in an

olfactory test. Thus, our results confirm the relevance of the sensory

processing, occipital, and cerebellar networks by showing that the

extent to which these networks are modulated by the olfactory task

reflects olfactory function.

The sensory processing network identified in our study contained

primarily regions previously associated with olfactory function (insula,

thalamus, piriform cortex, cingulate cortex), but also further regions

(superior temporal gyrus, superior frontal gyrus). Despite being not

regarded as typical olfactory regions, an association of these regions

with olfactory functions is in line with results of a recent a voxel-based

morphometry study investigating grey matter (GM) volume in anosmics

(Peng et al., 2013). In this study, GM volume of superior temporal gyrus

and superior frontal gyrus was decreased in anosmics compared to

controls, possibly indicating an association of these regions with olfac-

tory function.

The second network related to olfactory function in our study

comprised occipital regions. Though visual input changed slightly when

odor stimuli were released (the fixation cross changed color to signal

the presentation of olfactory stimuli), this does not explain why

recruitment of the network was related to scores achieved in the olfac-

tory test. The occipital network comprised mainly the inferior and mid-

dle occipital gyrus, the middle temporal gyrus and the fusiform gyrus,

areas not traditionally assumed to be main olfactory processing regions.

However, a growing number of neuroimaging studies has reported acti-

vation of the visual cortex even during odor stimulation, particularly in

olfactory identification and matching tasks (Kjelvik et al., 2012; Qure-

shy et al., 2000; Royet et al., 1999). Moreover, a decrease in grey mat-

ter volume of the fusiform gyrus, the middle temporal gyrus, and the

middle occipital gyrus was demonstrated in previous voxel-based mor-

phometry studies in anosmics compared to healthy controls (Bitter

et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2013), pointing to a possible role of these areas

in olfactory processing. It has been suggested that during attempted

identification of a smell, people might visualize the potential source of

the odor (Jadauji et al., 2012). Thus, one might speculate whether

patients scoring lower on the olfactory test in our study recruited the

occipital network for visualization of the odor source less than patients

achieving higher scores. This is in line with previous evidence that

patients with olfactory deficits show a reduced olfactory imagery

capacity (Flohr et al., 2014; Kollndorfer et al., 2015c). Furthermore, in a

repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation investigation, stimulation of

the visual cortex led to improved odor discrimination performance as

compared to sham stimulation, thus even pointing to a potential direct

contribution of visual cortex to olfactory processing (Jadauji et al.,

2012). The interconnection of the visual and olfactory system was also

underlined by a recent study on olfactory-visual conditioning (Hummel

et al., 2017).

The recruitment of a cerebellar network also showed a correlation

with olfactory function scores. Due to the requested button press to

rate the stimuli during some (but not all) trials, a preparatory function

of this network can be suspected. Moreover, previous neuroimaging

studies demonstrating cerebellar activation in response to olfactory

stimulation (e.g., Sobel et al., 1998b; Yousem et al., 1997; Zatorre et al.,

2000) and with a reported impairment of olfactory function in patients

with cerebellar lesions (Abele et al., 2003; Connelly et al., 2003). In par-

ticular, the cerebellum was suggested to be part of the “olfactomotor

system” involved in the control of sniffing (Mainland & Sobel, 2006;

Sobel et al., 1998a,b). The particular importance of the cerebellar net-

work for sniffing is further underlined by the correlation between net-

work recruitment during pure sniffing trials and smelling function, with

patients scoring higher in the olfactory test showing a higher task-

modulation of this network during sniffing. This result is well in line

with an observed decreased functional connectivity of cerebellar

regions in anosmic patients compared to normosmics during sniffing of

odorless air (Kollndorfer et al., 2015a).

Interestingly, similarly to the findings observed for the cerebellar

network, the recruitment of the sensory processing and occipital net-

works during pure sniffing trials was significantly correlated with olfac-

tory function scores as well. Thus, our results support previous findings

that sniffing alone can lead to activation of olfactory regions and

extend them by showing that the extent of network recruitment is

related to smelling function. Interestingly, in a previous olfactory study

on persons with a normal olfactory function (Karunanayaka et al.,
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2014) olfactory network time courses were also task-modulated in no-

odor control trials, as was the case in the present study. As discussed

in Karunanayaka et al. (2014), this might reflect anticipation or expecta-

tion of odor stimulation by participants or reflect carry-over effects

from odor to nonodor trials.

In this study, we analyzed a relatively homogeneous sample of

patients suffering from olfactory deficits, as we excluded those patients

that might show neuronal changes unrelated to olfactory loss (e.g.,

hyposmia after head trauma or in the course of neurodegenerative dis-

eases). Thus, although the correlative nature of our study impedes

strong causal interpretations, we are confident that the recruitment of

the functional networks can reflect the severity of olfactory deficits

and not the effects of other potentially confounding factors. Still, an

important question that could not be investigated in the present study

is the relation between duration of olfactory disorder, brain activity

patterns, and recruitment of functional networks, as duration of olfac-

tory disorder was confounded with severity of the olfactory disorder

within our population (Table 1). Duration of olfactory dysfunction

therefore deserves to be investigated in further studies to gain more

knowledge on the direction of the observed effects. Additionally, it was

not possible to include patients with congenital anosmia in this study

due to a low number of patients with this disorder in our population

(n58). As Frasnelli et al. (2013) found that patients with congenital

anosmia display fundamental changes in brain structure compared to

healthy controls, it is recommended for studies further investigating

the effects of duration of smell loss on functional networks to include

patients with congenital disorders as well.

Our results indicate that even patients classified as anosmics based

on olfactory testing scores can show activation in olfactory brain areas

when stimulated with odors as compared to pure sniffing. Moreover,

the recruitment of an olfactory, a cerebellar and an occipital network

was related to olfactory function. Future studies might shed more light

on the intriguing question whether such activation patterns might be

predictive of disease progression or potential regain of olfactory func-

tion and of the success of treatment programs such as olfactory

training.
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